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Witness Another Miracle Healing from Jeunesse's Reserve fruit blend and
AM/PM essential!
Translation from Chinese:
United States, Los Angeles testimony by Lisa:
I accidentally fell down from 12 steps stairs 6 years ago; resulting in
serious spinal bone injured and have been applying acupuncture and
physical therapy for last six years, but no significant healing effects.
The Agony From The Fall:
After the accident, I cannot carry any items that weight over 15 pounds. It
is after middle of last year (June 2013), I began felt violent pain on my
waist and cannot rolled over the side when sleeping, I needs two finger to
pinch the spinal parts only then I can flip my body, l also cannot stand upright if I am sitting on sofa. To stand up, my body have to bend 90 degrees
forward, then use hands supporting my waist and staggered more than 20
times before I can fully stands up to walk. This long-term lumbar problem
have causes my two leg to get numbness every day. When I need to sit
inside my car, I have to use my hands to lift up two legs to adjust in proper
siting position.
My doctor recommends surgery treatment, but as I am afraid of any further
complications arise during surgery, I may have to lay on my bed for life, or
may become on wheelchair bound… so I decided against doctor advised.
The Miracle Cure from Jeunesse products:
In February this year, I start taking Jeunesse products, taking all 4 types of
Jeunesse health supplement products, I took one sachet of Propectin early
in the morning on empty stomach every day, a sachet of Reserve fruit
blend, two tablets of AM/PM and 2 capsule of FINITI morning and night
according to direction. My lumbar pain recovered 60% and can stand up
naturally after one month.
After second month, 90% of my lumbar pain recovered, and the pain at
night also disappeared!
After 3rd month, my 6 years injury problem, the spinal pain and legs
numbness fully recovered.
A great company and amazing products:
I must thanks Jeunesse company founders and Jeunesse scientists. It is
these intelligent peoples that bring me hope and helps regains my health
completely!
I only spent slightly more than US$ 2,000 to get my health problem 100%
solved in 3 months; it is big contrast to what I had spent more than US
$18,000 during last 6 years and yet, unable to let me stand up and
continue feel the painful torture for 6 long years!
I really love Jeunesse. Let us share our experience with passion and helps
more life. Jeunesse do not preach miracles, Jeunesse believe in science.
www.skinreborn.jeunesseglobal.com
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